Infor SyteLine Shop-Trak

Achieve higher quality
Top manufacturers have a new secret
weapon—manufacturing execution systems (MES),
because true quality management demands quality
execution. Old-fashioned punch clocks and
paper-based schedules simply can’t keep a modern
manufacturing workforce like yours operating at peak
efficiency. But improving efficiency is only the first
step—you need full interoperability with all business
applications to truly deliver rich, real-time
communications between your shop floor and the rest
of your enterprise. That ensures that your sales,
finance, design, management, and operations
departments work with the same goals in mind at
all times.

Advance to top technology
Benefit from decades of manufacturing expertise at
Infor® to make your entire enterprise more productive
every day. Infor SyteLine Shop-Trak enhances the
comprehensive power of Infor SyteLine by adding a full
suite of manufacturing execution systems to deliver
better results to every corner of your business. You’ll
also gain from Infor 10x technology, which delivers
better collaboration, integration, and intelligence. By
creating a constant communication stream throughout
your company, you’ll be constantly positioned to take
the corrective and preventive actions that lead to top
quality and peak performance.

Focus on improvement
Infor SyteLine Shop-Trak automates your entire range
of shop floor workforce administration and execution
tasks. You’ll get more done with less effort at a lower
cost by adding a powerful set of features to the Infor
SyteLine solution you already have.

Achieve world-class manufacturing
execution and improve labor
productivity with Infor SyteLine
Shop-Trak.

Production Execution—Accelerate production
throughout your organization using:
• Job moves and completes.
• JIT transactions.
• eKanban replenishments for internally and
externally sourced parts and components.
• Rules-based, user defined labels—formatted
specifically to individual customer or product
requirements.
• Material Issues to production from multiple locations
at once.
Production status and work dispatching—Show
workers real-time dispatch information for any work
center or machine, in a personalized format that every
employee can easily understand.
• Real-time production schedules and priorities go
directly to the shop.
• You can check production status by drilling through
to transactional data.
Time and attendance, with labor collection—You’ll
streamline your full range of manufacturing tasks when
you can:
• Achieve flawless accounting of payroll and job
costing while starting or ending any number of
machines at any time with Infor SyteLine
Shop-Trak’s simultaneous multiple machine
management.

• Allow one employee to process multiple jobs on a
single machine simultaneously or in rapid succession.
Sophisticated cost allocations give you perfect
precision and optimal productivity.
• Take advantage of Infor SyteLine Shop-Trak’s support
for work center teams or crews, allowing one person to
reassign a dynamically sized team from one job
to another.

Infor SyteLine Shop-Trak enhances the
comprehensive power of Infor SyteLine
by adding a full suite of manufacturing
execution systems to deliver better
results to every corner of your business.

• Automatically reconcile time and attendance, with shop
floor labor, for better recordkeeping.
• Push time and attendance data directly into Infor
SyteLine Payroll or ADP.
You get quality at every step of your manufacturing
process with Infor SyteLine Shop-Trak. With support for
your current plant entry security devices, as well as touch
screen simplicity, barcode printing, and data collection
device support, you’ll also gain higher quality faster at
less effort.

More timely and accurate information gives you a more
productive workforce, more satisfied customers, and a
more profitable organization.

Get better results
Gain unique and powerful advantages from Infor’s
advanced application architecture. Our advanced Infor 10x
technology powers a suite of fully interoperable solutions,
including performance management, financial
management, supply chain management, and others,
combined in a modernized user experience to unify all the
complex aspects of your manufacturing operation. Infor
ION technology seamlessly connects you to non-Infor
applications and gives you a path to non-disruptive
upgrades to keep you at top performance permanently.
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Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000
customers in 194 countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands. To learn
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